Rowan Class-Year 1&2 Growing Strong Roots Long Term Plan
Year A 2020-2021 and 2022-2023
Topic
Geography

Aut 1
Autumn

History

Art

Music

DT

Leaves-printing,
rubbing, sketching
hedgehogs,
painting autumn
Listening to musicmindfulness

Aut2
Fire

Spr 1
Wonderful World
Key knowledge
and skills

Spr2
Forests
Forests-local and
protecting them

Sum1
Amazon
Amazon

Sum2
Wreck and Rescue

Events beyond living
memory- Great Fire of
London, Samuel Pepys
Colour mixing
Painting fire pictures

Painting trees from observation and printing
Henry Rousseau

Patterns and
collages of jungle
and forest

Draw and paint
landscapes
Turner + local artist

Singing
Playing instruments
linked to fire

Identifying
instruments
Body percussion

Group
compositionsrainforests

Listening to music
Singing-sea
shanties

Living things and their habitats

Plants

Who is Jewish and how do they live?

What does it mean
to belong to a faith
community?

Design and make a
boat and float it on
the river.
Forces
(+Y2 rocks)
What is the good
news Jesus brings?

Coding and online safety
NSPCC PANTS, friendships, work, online
safety

Word processing and online safety
Playing games, feelings, teeth, horrible
hands

Model of a Tudor
house to burn, make
bread, cook on a fire pit
Science
Animals including
Materials (in 2020 in
Humans.
spring)
RE
Who do Christians
What do Christians
say made the world?
believe God is like? Y2
Harvest
Why does Christmas
matter to Christians?
Computing Coding and online safety
PSHE
Respecting uniqueness, our communities,
safety inc 1st aid and getting help, rights and
responsibilities

Local study, Henry
Trengrouse

Listening to musicPeter and the Wolf,
everyday objects as
instruments

Textiles-forests
Design a landscape in a box

Elements of the curriculum will be covered each year through outdoor learning sessions. PSHE is taught in a variety of ways, this table covers the discrete lessons only.
The same themes are repeated each year, but covered in a different way due to some children being in the class for 2 years.

Rowan Class-Year 1&2 Growing Strong Roots Long Term Plan
Year B 2021-2022 and 2023-2024
Aut 1
Look at Me
Geography
History

Own timelines

Art linked
to topic

Painting-selfportraits, famous
artists, Picasso
Singing
body percussion

Music

D.T.
Science

RE Y2

Computing
PSHE

Aut2
Coasts
Coasts and Oceans
inc. protecting them

Seascapes-John
Dyer, collages

Listening to music
and group
composition-Coasts
Food product linked science and healthy
eating
Animals inc
Y2 only-magnets
humans- growing,
skeleton
What kind of
What makes some
world did Jesus
Cornish places and
want?
people special?
Online Safety and coding
Respecting uniqueness, our
communities, safety inc 1st aid and
getting help, rights and responsibilities

Spr 1
Spain
Spain

3d art -clay tiles

Spr2
Two Queens

Sum1
Richard Trevithick
Key knowledge and
skills Cornwall

Elizabeth I and
Elizabeth II
Tudor portraits

Richard Trevithick

Sum2
Light Earth and Space

Drawing skills sketching artefacts

Printing- monoprints
of planets, tile printing

Listening to music-Spanish guitar and
flamenco Listening to Tudor music
Playing instruments
A product-textiles-linked to recycling- bags
inspired by Spain
Use of materials, include recycling

Singing mining songs

Space- group
composition

What is it like for
Why does Easter
someone to follow
matter to Christians?
God?
Online Safety and coding
NSPCC PANTS, friendships, work, online
safety

Who is a Muslim and
where do they live?

Plants+ environmental
issues

Make and design a
product for space
Earth and Space
Light

How do festivals and
worship show what
matters to Muslims?
Online Safety and word processing
Playing games, feelings, teeth, horrible hands

Elements of the curriculum will be covered each year through outdoor learning sessions. PSHE is taught in a variety of ways, this table covers the discrete lessons only.
The same themes are repeated each year, but covered in a different way due to some children being in the class for 2 years.

